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ABSTRACT

Previous work on risk management has found several risk factors and has developed methods for avoiding those factors from causing failures of software projects. Another approach to risk management is to concentrate on those making decisions as agents of an organization rather than just the methods they use. I propose that the behavior of decision makers affected by risk propensity and motivation that is critical to the outcome of a software project. The discussed problem based on critical points from previous researcher as propositions plus risk management theory and also individual behavior concept. Goal of applying the Agency Theory is could break the problem issues which happen on Information Technology project.

Writer conducted 5 steps to collect data to be analyzed. First, collect data with random sampling in 3 institutions. Second, conduct Validity and Reliability testing to assure the question’s item were valid and reliable. Third, writer used the item’s questions which are accurate and abandoned the invalid items. Fourth, get the result and process the data with related Statistical formula. Fifth, map the result with 10 Eisenhardt’s Proposition, to have the finding result for the recommendation. The method used to analyze the proposition is Chi-Square Test and Correlation Test.

In conclusion, an employer should take management action plan and choosing the right agent. Management action plan is to focus on risk aversion of employee, completion time measurement, length of working with an employee, and control methodologies for employee. An employer should also choose the right type of employment. A permanent employee is positive to routine task, positive to control methodology, positive to the length of working, and negative to goal conflict. An outsource employee is positive to completion time measurement and negative from risk aversion to an employer.

Keyword: risk management, agency theory, eisenhardt’s proposition
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